Press Update – 1 November 2012
“Justice Cohen Gets Tough”/“Freeze On Farms”/“Cross-Appeal Vs Cermaq”
Please find enclosed a press update (in full online here) including:
“Salmon Wars – The Truth Fights Back!” (Green Around the Gills, 1 November)
“Video: Justice Cohen Gets Tough on Fish Farms - Inquiry Report Released” (The Common
Sense Canadian, 31 October)

“Report calls for freeze on fish farms off Vancouver Island” (Times Colonist, 31 October)
“Wild Salmon Advocates Cheer Cohen Commission Report: NDP's Donnelly, Alexandra
Morton, farmers and more weigh in on 75 recommendations to protect the fish” (The Tyee,
31 October)
“Cohen recommendations to protect Fraser River Salmon require immediate implementation
by DFO” (Union of BC Indian Chiefs, 31 October)
“Cohen Commission report makes 75 recommendations on the future of Fraser River sockeye
salmon” (Global TV, 31 October)

“Extended: Cohen releases sockeye salmon report” (CTV News/The Canadian Press, 31
October)

“Report on B.C. salmon decline short on details, long on maybes” (National Post, 31
October)

“Premier Christy Clark: Do not renew salmon farm leases” (Alexandra Morton/Change, 31
October)
“Halt salmon farm development in sensitive spawning area, Cohen report urges” (Globe &
Mail, 31 October)
“Freeze new salmon farms on sockeye migration routes: Cohen” (Surrey Leader, 31 October)
“Cohen Commission Report Gets a Solid "B" Grade from the Wilderness Committee”
(Wilderness Committee, 31 October)
“Final Report: Commission of Inquiry into the Decline of Sockeye Salmon in the Fraser
River” (Cohen Commission, 31 October)

“BC's salmon farmers support continued research in fish health” (BCSFA, 31 October)
“Review of final report underway for BC’s salmon farmers” (BCSFA, 31 October)
“Cross-appeal filed Vs. Cermaq” (Green Around the Gills, 31 October)

“Lay off that lox, Canadian filmmakers tell New Yorkers” (Atlantic Salmon Federation, 31
October)
“ASF promoting land-based salmon farming” (The Coaster, 31 October)

Including from Alexandra Morton petitioning the Premier of British Columbia (31 October):
“Premier, surely you do not want to risk the wild salmon of eastern Pacific in the face of
these strong warnings by this federal inquiry. The Fraser River First Nations will have to be
consulted now as salmon they have rights to are migrating through the effluent of exactly the
salmon farms, Justice Cohen is saying must be prohibited if more than minimal risk is found.
You cannot renew the salmon farm leases throughout BC in good faith. Deny salmon farm
license renewals.”
From The Times Colonist (31 October):
“I accept the evidence that devastating disease could sweep through the wild populations,
killing large numbers of wild fish without scientists being aware of it,” Cohen said. Any fish
farms that do not meet location criteria should be promptly removed or relocated, he said.
“DFO should seek to approve only the best sites to avoid the negative impacts on wild stocks,
rather than the best sites to provide farmed salmon,” he said.”
From the Union of BC Indian Chiefs (31 October):
“The UBCIC calls on the Federal Government to make the necessary investments in the
protection of wild salmon on par with the money invested into the aquaculture industry,” said
Chief Bob Chamberlin of Kwicksutaineuk/Ak-Kwa-Mish Tribes and Vice-President of the
Union of BC Indian Chiefs. “As illustrated by Cohen, the Federal Government cannot be
promoting the aquaculture industry while at the same time mandated to protect wild salmon.
Put simply, DFO is in a conflict of interest and needs to immediately freeze fish farming and
put the wild salmon policy into effect.”
From The Tyee (31 October):
"If at any time between now and Sept. 30, 2020," Cohen wrote, "the minister of fisheries and
oceans determines that net-pen salmon farms in the Discovery Islands (fish health sub-zone
3-2) pose more than a minimal risk of serious harm to the health of migrating Fraser River
sockeye salmon, he or she should promptly order that those salmon farms cease operations."
He went on to say: "On Sept. 30, 2020, the minister of fisheries and oceans should prohibit
net-pen salmon farming in the Discovery Islands... unless he or she is satisfied that such
farms pose at most a minimal risk of serious harm to the health of migrating Fraser River
sockeye."
"It's time for the industry to get up and run out of here," Alexandra Morton said, adding that it
was also time for individuals to step up and tell their MPs that "wild salmon are important."
She urged the public to put pressure on B.C. MLAs not to renew fish farm licenses and to
consult with First Nations.

Dr. Craig Orr, executive director of the Watershed Watch Salmon Society, told The Tyee:
"The report could have been stronger -- it could have called for removal of salmon farms
from migration routes."
The Cohen report included the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Salmon farms have the potential to import exotic viruses and amplify endemic
ones
There should be an immediate freeze on farm salmon production on the Fraser
sockeye migration route
DFO should be relieved of their duty to promote salmon farms
Mitigation into the impact of salmon farms on wild salmon should not be delayed
and should be carried out in the absence of absolute certainty
DFO must assess ALL research done on the impact of farm salmon on wild
salmon and if found greater than minimal, the industry must be prohibited from
operating on the Fraser sockeye migration route!
Siting criteria has to be revised to include wild salmon migration routes.

Read the final Cohen Commission report online here!
Keep track on the Cohen report’s implications via “Cohen Inquiry Tracker”
Watch Justice Cohen’s press conference online via The Common Sense Canadian (31
October):

Watch Global News (31 October) reporting from the press conference – online here

Watch CTV News (31 October) including Craig Orr of Watershed Watch recommending
removal of salmon farms:

And more via CTV News (31 October) reporting live from the press conference:

From The Wilderness Committee (31 October):
“The recommendation to put a freeze on new salmon farms around the Discovery Islands is a
step in the right direction, but it’s not enough,” said Torrance Coste, the Wilderness
Committee’s Vancouver Island Campaigner. “What we want to see is real and permanent
protection for wild salmon, and that means shutting down open-net salmon farms altogether.”
From the BC Salmon Farmers Association (31 October):
“We know that the fish on our farms are healthy – and Justice Cohen has acknowledged the
impressive data we made available,” said Stewart Hawthorn, Board Member of the BCSFA.
”We are committed to protecting the marine environment and our iconic wild salmon – and
we support the call for further research in this small farming area.”
“Our members are committed to farming responsibly - and that commitment will continue as
we move forward in light of these recommendations,” said Clare Backman, Board Member of
the BCSFA. “It’s important that we continue with the important social and economic role we
play in the coastal communities of BC while protecting our natural environment.”
From The Canadian Press (31 October):
“Among the recommendations, Cohen calls for a freeze on the controversial practice of netpen salmon farming around the Discovery Islands, on B.C.'s central coast, saying salmon
farms have the potential to introduce disease to wild salmon. "I therefore conclude that the
potential harm posed to Fraser River sockeye salmon from salmon farms is serious or
irreversible," he told media after releasing his report on Wednesday. He said there is a
conflict within the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada between conservation of wild
stocks and promotion of the aquaculture industry.”

From The Globe & Mail (31 October):
"B.C. Supreme Court Justice Bruce Cohen is calling for a freeze on salmon farm
development in a key area on the West Coast and is highly critical of the federal government
in his long-awaited report on the disappearance of sockeye salmon on the Fraser River"
From The Surrey Leader (31 October):
"The Cohen Inquiry is calling for an immediate eight-year freeze on new net-pen salmon
farm licences in the Discovery Islands between northern Vancouver Island and the B.C.
mainland."
From the National Post (31 October):
“Judge Cohen also takes direct aim at dozens of net-pen salmon farms operating in B.C.’s
Discovery Islands, an archipelago between the mainland coast and Campbell River, on
Vancouver Island. These farms “may have the potential to introduce exotic disease and to
aggravate endemic disease, which can have a negative impact on Fraser River sockeye,”
reads a summary. In a press conference held after his report was made public, Judge Cohen
drew a firmer line, declaring “the potential harm posed to Fraser River sockeye salmon from
salmon farms is serious or irreversible.”
From the BC Salmon Farmers Association (31 October):
“British Columbians – including our salmon farmers – care deeply about our wild salmon and
protecting the health of the marine environment and we’re all interested to see these
conclusions,” said Mary Ellen Walling, Executive Director of the BCSFA. “It was important
for us to be represented and we were glad to be able to provide a large amount of information
– all of which, we feel shows that wild and farm-raised salmon co-exist sustainably.”
Sign Alexandra Morton’s petition: “Premier Christy Clark: Do not renew salmon farm
leases”

Sign online here!

From “Salmon Wars” filmmaker Silver Donald Cameron in a press release issued by the
Atlantic Salmon Federation (31 October):
“The fish are raised in 'net pens,' which are just bags of netting hanging in the ocean with up
to a million fish in each net," Cameron explains. "A huge sack jammed with salmon is a
prime target for diseases and parasites, which the industry combats by lacing the feed with
antibiotics and giving the fish regular baths in solutions of pesticide. Furthermore, the sea
bottom under the cages is toxic, because over the course of a grow-out cycle, that mass of
fish produces enough feces to fill a jumbo jet."
Watch “Salmon Wars” online via http://www.salmonwars.com/
Elena Edwards, a campaigner for Wild Salmon First who is visiting Norwegian-owned
salmon farms in Scotland & Ireland, said (31 October): "May the global voices for wild
salmon unite to deliver the message to Norway that Norwegian salmon farms are not
welcome and must go!"

"The flag and declaration will be travelling to Scotland and Ireland to support efforts to stop
Norwegian owned salmon farms from killing wild salmon," continued Edwards. "The more
names on the flag the stronger the message which will be brought to Norway next year. Your
voice matters!"
Sign the Declaration and view more details via http://www.wildsalmonfirst.org/

Support Alexandra Morton’s testing for salmon diseases – please donate online here now!

Sign a petition calling on supermarkets to stop selling disease-ridden farmed salmon – sign
online here!

Best fishes,
Don
Remember: Global News Updates are now archived and available in full online here!
==================================================================
Green Around the Gills, 1 November 2012
Salmon Wars - The Truth Fights Back!

The latest salvo in what has been dubbed the "Salmon Wars" has been fired by Justice Bruce
Cohen who yesterday (31 October) at a press conference in Vancouver urged the Canadian

Government to halt the advance of the disease-ridden salmon farming industry in British
Columbia.
Watch Justice Cohen talking tough on salmon farms via The Common Sense Canadian (31
October):

Meanwhile, over in Eastern Canada, the filmmaker Silver Donald Cameron and the Atlantic
Salmon Federation have fired yet another verbal assault against farmed salmon which have
been "dyed, drugged and bathed in pesticides".
“Lay off that lox, Canadian filmmakers tell New Yorkers” reads the press release issued (31
October) by the Atlantic Salmon Federation in Halifax, Nova Scotia. "New Yorkers love
their lox," says Nova Scotia writer and filmmaker Silver Donald Cameron. "But how many of
them know that the salmon they're eating has been dyed, drugged and bathed in pesticides to
rid it of sea lice?"

"The fish are raised in 'net pens,' which are just bags of netting hanging in the ocean with up
to a million fish in each net," Cameron explained. "A huge sack jammed with salmon is a
prime target for diseases and parasites, which the industry combats by lacing the feed with
antibiotics and giving the fish regular baths in solutions of pesticide. Furthermore, the sea
bottom under the cages is toxic, because over the course of a grow-out cycle, that mass of
fish produces enough feces to fill a jumbo jet."

Download the press release in full online here

Watch "Salmon Wars" online here
The war on sea lice in Eastern Canada has already claimed many lives. CBC News reported
in 2010 that dozens of officers from Environment Canada "armed with guns and wearing flak
jackets" raided the offices of Cooke Aquaculture.

"Hundreds of dead or weak lobsters were hauled up in traps about a year ago in Grand
Manan's Seal Cove and off Deer Island," reported CBC News in November 2010. "Tests by
Environment Canada found they had been exposed to cypermethrin — a fast-acting synthetic
insecticide that is illegal to use in Canadian waters and is toxic to lobsters. It has been used to
kill sea lice in European fish farms."
Read more via "Salmon Pharming Kills Lobsters!"

Cooke executives, including CEO Glen Cooke, are due in court in Eastern Canada in the
coming year to answer 33 charges of breaching the Fisheries Act prohibiting the discharge
into the marine environment of "deleterious substances". If convicted, the salmon farmers
could be fined $33 million and spend a grand total of 99 years in prison (read more via
"Cooke Aquaculture charged by Environment Canada in illegal pesticide use").

Read article in full online via http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2012/11/salmonwars-the-truth-fights-back.html

The Common Sense Canadian, 31 October 2012
Video: Justice Cohen Gets Tough on Fish Farms - Inquiry Report Released
Written by Damien Gillis

Justice Bruce Cohen focused much of his attention on salmon farms at the brief press
conference he gave on the release of the final report from the Inquiry he's led into
disappearing sockeye over the past two years.
Cohen highlighted several key recommendations to protect wild salmon from open net pen
aquaculture operations, including: 1. Removing the promotion of aquaculture from DFO's
mandate, which he found conflicts with the department's responsibility to protect wild
salmon; 2. Prioritizing the health of wild salmon over suitability for aquaculture when siting
farms; 3.Conducting more research into diseases that may be impacting wild salmon; 4.
Properly implementing the Precautionary Principle and removing farms in the Discovery
Islands region (noted as particularly dangerous to migrating salmon runs) should more
definitive evidence come to bear demonstrating they can safely coexist with wild fish.
The full commission report can be downloaded here.

Watch video report online here: http://thecanadian.org/item/1791-video-justice-cohen-getstough-on-fish-farms-inquiry-sockeye-report-released-damien-gillis

Times Colonist, 31 October 2012
Report calls for freeze on fish farms off Vancouver Island
Judith Lavoie

A huge spring salmon amongst the sockeye on the Fraser River near Langley, B.C
Photograph by: Ian Smith/Postmedia , Times Colonist
Salmon farm development in the Discovery Islands should be frozen and existing farms
should be shut down if they pose any risk to wild stocks, says a massive report by B.C.
Supreme Court Justice Bruce Cohen.
However, fish farms are one of many stressors and there is no smoking gun explaining the
decline of Fraser River sockeye salmon, he said.
The Discovery Islands, in a narrow passage near Campbell River, are on the migration path
for young salmon and Cohen highlighted concerns about the potential for introduction of
exotic diseases and pathogens.
“Salmon farms in the Discovery Islands should immediately be capped at current levels,”
Cohen said at a news conference after submitting his 75-recommendation report to the federal
government.

More research is needed, but the fisheries minister should prohibit net pens in the Discovery
Islands by September 2020 unless he is convinced they pose minimal risk of harm to Fraser
River sockeye, Cohen said.
“In the meantime, if there is any sign that there is a more than minimal risk, they should be
prohibited immediately,” he said.
New criteria for fish farm locations should be developed, said Cohen, who is also
uncomfortable with hatchery fish.
“I accept the evidence that devastating disease could sweep through the wild populations,
killing large numbers of wild fish without scientists being aware of it,” Cohen said.
Any fish farms that do not meet location criteria should be promptly removed or relocated, he
said. “DFO should seek to approve only the best sites to avoid the negative impacts on wild
stocks, rather than the best sites to provide farmed salmon,” he said.
DFO’s first priority should be the health of the wild stocks and aquaculture should be
removed from DFO’s mandate, Cohen recommended.
“When DFO has simultaneous mandates to conserve wild stocks and promote the salmon
farming industry, there are circumstances when it finds itself in conflict of interest because of
divided loyalties,” he said.
The three-volume report concludes that numerous stressors are responsible for the decline of
the sockeye run.
“The idea that a single event or stressor is responsible for the decline is appealing but
improbable,” Cohen said.
The inquiry was called after a collapse of the run in 2009 when only 1.4 million salmon
returned to spawn when 10 million were expected.
The following year, 35 million fish returned — the biggest run in almost a century — but the
general trend over two decades has been a steady decline.
Changes in salmon management are needed and DFO needs to conduct more research as
there is a lack of data, the report says.
Contaminants, diseases, and warming water are all stressors that act cumulatively, Cohen
said.
The most troubling is the impact of climate change, he said. “The warming water is the
elephant in the room that we cannot ignore,” he said.
Cohen criticized the federal government for bringing in legislative changes before he issued
his report.
“My concern is that the amendments to the Fisheries Act are focused more on fisheries than
on habitat,” he said.

“You can’t have healthy wild fish if you don’t have healthy habitat.”
jlavoie@timescolonist.com
http://www.timescolonist.com/Report+calls+freeze+fish+farms+Vancouver+Island/7477997/
story.html

The Tyee, 31 October 2012
Wild Salmon Advocates Cheer Cohen Commission Report
NDP's Donnelly, Alexandra Morton, farmers and more weigh in on 75 recommendations to
protect the fish.
By Crawford Kilian

Inquiry into 2009 collapse of Fraser River sockeye finds 'no smoking gun,' but offers 75
recommendations. Photo of sockeye run in Horsefly River
•
•

•

Cohen Commission hears explosive testimony on salmon disease
Alexandra Morton: Break Fish Farms' Secrecy
To protect our wild salmon, government must stop helping BC's salmon feedlots
conceal disease facts.
'Good Luck BC': Morton's Cry of Despair

Marine researcher accepts voters 'chose' farmed salmon, sealing fate of wild stocks.
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Supporters of B.C.'s wild salmon were delighted with the release of the Cohen Commission
report on Oct. 31, but stressed that it's now up to citizens to put pressure on federal and
provincial politicians to ensure that Cohen's recommendations are carried out.
The report, in three large volumes and almost 1,200 pages, was made available for download
as Justice Cohen began speaking at a media conference on Wednesday afternoon. In his lowkey presentation, Cohen was quick to dismiss the idea of a single "smoking gun" as the cause
of the decline of the Fraser sockeye. Instead, he raised many major issues as factors, ranging
from conflict of interest in the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, to the impact of climate
change, to Ottawa's weakening of protection for sockeye in Bill C-38.
Those issues have inspired 75 specific recommendations, expressed dispassionately but with
dramatic implications for the management of both wild and farm salmon.
"In relation to wild fisheries," Cohen said in recommendation #2, "the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans should act in accordance with its paramount regulatory objective to
conserve wild fish." He explicitly pointed out DFO's conflict of interest in also promoting
farmed salmon, and said some other agency should take on that task.
Cohen also set out specifics about a "wild salmon policy implementation plan," with
dedicated funding sufficient to carry it out; the plan should be published, he said, by March
31, 2013 -- just five months from now.
Discovery Islands' fish farms cap
Cohen also recommended a cap on fish farms in the Discovery Islands, with no increases in
production in existing farms and a one-year maximum for licenses. In addition, licenses
would require farm operators to provide as many fish samples as DFO requires for both
monitoring and research. These and other regulations, Cohen said, should begin immediately
and run until at least Sept. 30, 2020.
"If at any time between now and Sept. 30, 2020," Cohen wrote, "the minister of fisheries and
oceans determines that net-pen salmon farms in the Discovery Islands (fish health sub-zone
3-2) pose more than a minimal risk of serious harm to the health of migrating Fraser River
sockeye salmon, he or she should promptly order that those salmon farms cease operations."
He went on to say: "On Sept. 30, 2020, the minister of fisheries and oceans should prohibit
net-pen salmon farming in the Discovery Islands... unless he or she is satisfied that such
farms pose at most a minimal risk of serious harm to the health of migrating Fraser River
sockeye."

Many of Cohen's recommendations deal with ongoing and increasing research and
monitoring of fish and habitat, and with complete implementation of the 1986 Habitat Policy.
He set March 31, 2013 as the deadline for DFO to set out a detailed plan on achieving such
implementation. He also called for creation of an independent body to report on
implementation of the policy, with its first report to be delivered by March 31, 2014.
NDP: 'A legacy of Conservative mismanagement'
Wild salmon advocates were generally happy with the commission's findings. Fin Donnelly,
NDP MP for New Westminster-Coquitlam and Port Moody, praised the report while
condemning a "legacy of Conservative mismanagement." While the commission hearings
were under way, he said, "The Conservative government dismantled environmental
regulations during the last two years, making deep cuts to DFO, all before hearing the
recommendations of this commission."
Donnelly told The Tyee the most under-reported aspects of the wild salmon issue include the
impact of climate change and changing ocean conditions.
"It's a critical issue, but it's hard to tackle because it's overwhelming."
He also called attention to habitat loss: "We need an ecosystem-based approach, but the
Conservatives walked away from it and gave us a very narrow definition of 'fishery.' They're
fast-tracking their pipeline agenda instead."
'Astonishing' report: Morton
Biologist and wild-salmon advocate Alexandra Morton told The Tyee she was "very happy"
with what she called an "astonishing" report. She pointed out that Cohen had recommended
relieving DFO of fish-farm promotion, and had recognized that fish farms can introduce
diseases.
Morton also praised Cohen's recommendations for revising farm-siting criteria, and
especially the freeze on farm expansion until 2020, and for reopening the commission to
study evidence for viruses in wild and farmed fish.
She pointed out that B.C. is now reviewing renewal of fish-farm licenses. "In the light of
Cohen, Fraser River First Nations need to be consulted right now before licenses are
granted," she said. Morton noted that B.C. "completely ignored migration patterns" in siting
fish farms.
"It's time for the industry to get up and run out of here," Morton said, adding that it was also
time for individuals to step up and tell their MPs that "wild salmon are important." She urged
the public to put pressure on B.C. MLAs not to renew fish farm licenses and to consult with
First Nations.

In a news release from the Union of British Columbia Indian Chiefs, Chief Bob Chamberlin
of Kwicksutaineuk/Ak-Kwa-Mish Tribes said: "Commissioner Cohen made 75
recommendations with respect to the protection and conservation of wild salmon and the
UBCIC calls on the Federal Government to make the necessary investments in the protection
of wild salmon on par with the money invested into the aquaculture industry."
In the same release, UBCIC president Grand Chief Stewart Phillip said: "Harper's agenda is
clear, through recent omnibus legislation... the Harper Government has effectively
eviscerated the Fisheries Act. The Harper Government cannot ignore this call by Justice
Cohen, First Nations and others to ensure the sustainability of the fishery."
Wild salmon 'critically important': farmers association
Stewart Hawthorn, a member of the board of the B.C. Salmon Farmers Association, said
"We're very happy with Justice Cohen's praise of the quality and quantity of our data," adding
that "He didn't ask us to stop farming, just to do more research, which we're happy to do."
Hawthorn pointed out that the report dealt largely with the Discovery Islands: "This is a small
region, and he didn't mention all fish farms as a concern." He said the health of wild salmon
is "critically important" to his industry.
Hawthorn's comments were echoed in a BCSFA news release issued this afternoon, which
also quoted another board member, Clare Backman: "Our members are committed to farming
responsibly -- and that commitment will continue as we move forward in light of these
recommendations. It’s important that we continue with the important social and economic
role we play in the coastal communities of BC while protecting our natural environment."
Dr. Craig Orr, executive director of the Watershed Watch Salmon Society, told The Tyee:
"The report could have been stronger -- it could have called for removal of salmon farms
from migration routes." Still, he expressed satisfaction with Cohen's recommendation for full
implementation of the 1986 Habitat Policy, and for his proposal that DFO appoint a dedicated
person to champion wild salmon.
"I've been in so many reviews," Orr said, "and this is the most complete review of the issues,
with the strongest recommendations."
Meanwhile, the Wilderness Committee gave the Cohen Commission "a solid B" on its report.
In a news release, it quoted policy director Gwen Barlee as saying: "What remains to be seen
is if the federal government will actually implement Justice Cohen's recommendations."
Crawford Kilian is a contributing editor of The Tyee.
http://thetyee.ca/News/2012/11/01/Cohen-Commission-Report/

Union of BC Indian Chiefs, 31 October 2012
Cohen recommendations to protect Fraser River Salmon require immediate implementation
by DFO
(Coast Salish Territory/Vancouver) – On Wednesday, Oct 31st, Honourable Bruce Cohen
released his recommendations for improving the sustainability of Fraser River Sockeye
Salmon Fishery. Commissioner Cohen recommended a number of changes to the Department
of Fisheries and Oceans policies, practices and management in relation to the sustainability of
the Sockeye Fishery.
Chief Bob Chamberlin of Kwicksutaineuk/Ak-Kwa-Mish Tribes and Vice-President of the
Union of BC Indian Chiefs responded “Commissioner Cohen made 75 recommendations
with respect to the protection and conservation of wild salmon and the UBCIC calls on the
Federal Government to make the necessary investments in the protection of wild salmon on
par with the money invested into the aquaculture industry. As illustrated by Cohen, the
Federal Government cannot be promoting the aquaculture industry while at the same time
mandated to protect wild salmon. Put simply, DFO is in a conflict of interest and needs to
immediately freeze fish farming and put the wild salmon policy into effect.”
“Harper’s agenda is clear, through recent omnibus legislation, the Jobs, Growth and LongTerm Prosperity Act and Bill C-45: Jobs and Growth Act the Harper Government has
effectively eviscerated the Fisheries Act. The Harper Government cannot ignore this call by
Justice Cohen, First Nations and others to ensure the sustainability of the fishery,” stated
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, President of the Union of BC Indian Chiefs. “First Nations rely
heavily on the salmon fishery and the continued mismanagement and gutting of the
protection measures is not only troubling but will ultimately lead to the complete decimation
of the salmon stocks. Wild Salmon is the sustenance of our people and part of First Nations
and BC Heritage and must be protected.”
Chief Chamberlin concluded, “Ignoring the protection and conservation policies with respect
to wild salmon particularly the wild salmon policy is akin to abandoning the salmon and
blatantly disregarding constitutionally protected Aboriginal Title and Rights with respect to
the salmon fishery. The Federal Government must immediately implement Cohen’s
recommendations and take steps to make the necessary investments to ensure that a collapse
of the salmon run does not happen again.”
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Chief Bob Chamberlin, (604) 684-0231
Grand Chief Stewart Phillip, (604) 684-0231
http://www.ubcic.bc.ca/News_Releases/UBCICNews10311202.html#ixzz2AuqNneok

Global TV, 31 October 2012
Cohen Commission report makes 75 recommendations on the future of Fraser River sockeye
salmon
Yuliya Talmazan

Watch online here

The Honourable Bruce Cohen wrapped up his commission into the state of the Fraser River
sockeye salmon stocks by making 75 recommendations in the commission's final report on
how to prevent further decline of the species.
The commission that spanned nearly three years and examined over three million pages of
documents has failed to find a single cause that would explain the decades long decline of the
sockeye salmon in the Fraser River.
Instead, Cohen says the inquiry uncovered a variety of factors possibly at play and
demonstrated how much is still unknown about individual stressors.
The report suggests further research is needed to understand long-term productivity and
sustainability of the sockeye salmon.
Cohen also claims he has heard enough evidence to conclude that climate change is a
significant stressor for sockeye and in combination with other stressors may determine the
fate of the fishery.
A big chunk of the report concentrated on the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO)and
its role and responsibilities when it comes to the Fraser River sockeye salmon conservation
and monitoring.
Cohen emphasizes the importance of enhanced implementation of the existing Wild Salmon
and Habitat policies by DFO.
"Creating a policy is not enough; it is through implementation that policies bring change,"
said Cohen in the report.

"It would not be appropriate to fault DFO for failing to take decisive action on any particular
stressor. However, DFO's lack of research into the various stressors means that it had no
capacity to draw firm conclusions about the decline...and was thereby precluded from taking
remedial action in a timely manner."
One of the more contentious issues in DFO's assessment by Cohen involves the department's
role in promoting salmon farms.
Cohen suggests there is a potential conflict of interest for DFO in promoting salmon farms
and regulating them.
He recommends DFO no longer be responsible for promoting salmon farms as an industry
and farmed salon as a product.
Global BC's Linda Aylesworth asked why the government is promoting salmon farms:

Another concern around salmon farming in the introduction of the so-called "exotic diseases"
into wild salmon stocks -- an issue that has been raised by environmentalists on many
occasions in the past.
The Commissioner ruled the concern is valid, and concluded there should be a freeze on netpen salmon farm production in the Discovery Islands -- between Vancouver Island and B.C.'s
mainland -- until 2020.
If by that date, DFO is unable to conclude the risks of serious harm to wild stocks are
minimal, Cohen suggests it should prohibit all net-pen salmon farms from operating in the
Discovery Islands.
Cohen says he wants to see his recommendations be implemented immediately in light of
possible delays and shrinking resources.
"I urge the federal government, in the interests of conserving the iconic species of salmon, to
heed my findings and to implement these recommendations," said Cohen.
"If implementing the recommendations is delayed, the ongoing threats to the socks will make
remedial action all the more challenging when it does begin."
Watch online via:
http://www.globaltvbc.com/cohen+commission+report+makes+75+recommendations+on+th
e+future+of+fraser+river+sockeye+salmon/6442745023/story.html

CTV News/The Canadian Press, 31 October 2012
Extended: Cohen releases sockeye salmon report

Dene Moore and Tamsyn Burgmann, The Canadian Press
The judge who conducted a two-year inquiry into the health of one of British Columbia's
most lucrative fisheries has concluded the federal government's changes to the Fisheries Act
have the potential to harm -- not help -- Fraser River sockeye.
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Bruce Cohen also said it was "regrettable" the government didn't
wait to pass Bill C-38 until after he had submitted his report.
"I find it difficult to avoid the conclusion that legislative amendments in Bill C-38 lower the
standard of protection for Fraser River sockeye salmon," he said.
Bill C-38 was tabled five months after Cohen's hearings were over and it was enacted this
summer. The bill changes how fish habitats are protected and puts in place new management
enforcement and environmental assessment provisions.
Cohen said his biggest worry is that those changes are focused more on developing fisheries
than promoting habitat, even though experts have stressed eco-based values such as
promoting biodiversity.
He said changes to the Fisheries Act might actually authorize harm to fish habitat. They
appear to be taking the Department of Fisheries and Oceans in a very different direction than
the one he laid out in his report, he said.
"DFO's first priority must be the health of wild stocks." Cohen said repeatedly during the
news conference.

"What about the future?" Cohen asked. "I my view, unless significant, remedial measures are
introduced soon, the stressors that are currently believed to affect sockeye negatively will
continue to do so."
Cohen's report runs more than 1,000 pages and was produced after he spent more than two
years investigating why millions of sockeye vanished from the 2009 Fraser River run.
Millions of sockeye salmon vanished from the Fraser run. Just 1.4 million sockeye showed up
in a run that was anticipated to be around 10 million. The following year, the Fraser River run
defied all expectations, coming in at an astounding 30 million.
The report didn't come up with a single "smoking gun" that explains why the fish didn't
return.
Among the recommendations, Cohen calls for a freeze on the controversial practice of netpen salmon farming around the Discovery Islands, on B.C.'s central coast, saying salmon
farms have the potential to introduce disease to wild salmon.
"I therefore conclude that the potential harm posed to Fraser River sockeye salmon from
salmon farms is serious or irreversible," he told media after releasing his report on
Wednesday.
He said there is a conflict within the Department of Fisheries and Oceans Canada between
conservation of wild stocks and promotion of the aquaculture industry.
But Cohen said the most troubling impact on the fish was climate change, and noted that 13
of 20 summers in the region had been the warmest on record.
"I can't think of a greater threat to sockeye than climate change."
"We should look to the government of Canada for domestic action and for Canadian support
and encouragement of international initiatives that will reduce the impact of warming waters
on Fraser River sockeye."
Pitt Meadows-Maple Ridge Conservative MP Randy Kamp, who is the parliamentary
secretary for the fisheries minister, said the federal government was reviewing the
recommendations.
"I want to assure Canadians that we, like all British Columbians, want to see a sustainable
and prosperous salmon fishery for years to come."
During almost a year and a half of hearings, Cohen heard from 160 witnesses, and compiled
14,000 pages of transcripts. There were 2,100 exhibits entered at the inquiry that sat from
August 2010 to December 2011.
The inquiry explored everything from aboriginal fishing to aquaculture, commercial fishing
to disease, habitat management and enforcement to predation.
The iconic fish has been bandied about as a symbol of everything from government
mismanagement, corporate greed and climate change.

One of the most volatile issues has been the aboriginal food fishery versus the commercial
salmon fishery. At times, the debate has exploded into violence on the river as fishermen
have competed for what seemed an ever-shrinking resource.
The fight between conservation and First Nations groups and the open-ocean aquaculture
industry has maintained an almost constant presence in the court of law and the court of
public opinion in British Columbia.
The offspring of the 2009 spawning run are expected to return to the Fraser River during the
summer of 2013.
Cohen's report was originally due May 1, 2011, but that deadline was extended to June 30,
2012, Sept. 30, 2012, and then finally Oct. 29, 2012.
His recommendations, in any event, were pre-empted by an austere federal budget that cut
$79 million -- 5.8 per cent -- from the Fisheries and Oceans Canada budget. In B.C., that will
result in closure of all but five federal fisheries field offices and an overall staff reduction.
http://bc.ctvnews.ca/report-on-sockeye-salmon-collapse-released-1.1018399

National Post, 31 October 2012
Report on B.C. salmon decline short on details, long on maybes

Brian Hutchinson

REUTERS/Andy ClarkB.C. Supreme Court justice Bruce Cohen, left, discusses his report
into the decline of the Fraser River sockeye salmon in Vancouver Wednesday.
Bruce Cohen had 133 days of hearings, more than half a million documents, and $26-million
to determine what has caused the decline of B.C.’s Fraser River sockeye salmon and to make
recommendations on how to save a once-lucrative, once-dependable fishery.
The B.C. Supreme Court judge, appointed three years ago to the federal Commission of
Inquiry into the Decline of Sockeye Salmon, presented his conclusions Wednesday.
His three-volume report is almost 1,200 pages long. He titled his opus The Uncertain Future
of Fraser River Sockeye, which seems apt, given its limitations.
Related
•

Lorne Gunter: Maybe humans aren’t the cause of declining salmon stocks

•

Christie Blatchford: Fishing for the missing salmon

Despite all the resources and time he was granted, Judge Cohen has failed to satisfy half his
mandate. His job was to present in his report “findings of fact.” He offered almost none.
“Key gaps in our knowledge remain,” he concluded.

Sockeye are vulnerable to myriad “stressors” in the Fraser and to “region-wide influences.”
In all stages of their four-year life cycle, from hatching to spawning, the fish encounter
contaminants, disease, predation, food shortages, rising water temperatures, and more.
All these factors “may have contributed to the long-term decline,” Judge Cohen noted.
“Regrettably, that is as far as the evidence takes me.”
This turns to fish food his mandate’s second half. How to fix a problem that isn’t understood?
We can’t.

THE CANADIAN PRESS/Jonathan HaywardCommissioner Bruce Cohen addresses the
media regarding his findings.
The inquiry was called after the dreadful 2009 return of sockeye to the Fraser River and its
tributaries. While there have been many studies and inquiries on the Canadian fisheries, and
on the Fraser in particular, all vested parties welcomed this one.
There is no “smoking gun” when it comes to what caused the sockeye decline, said Judge
Cohen. Fair enough. No one expected there to be just one reason for the decline.
One critic calls the result filed Wednesday “vacuous” and “filled with fluff.” The Cohen
report is that bad, said Phil Eidsvik, who speaks for the B.C. Fisheries Survival Coalition, a
group of commercial fishing interests. His group is concerned about illegal fishing and
clandestine sockeye sales, two touchy subjects Judge Cohen seemed determined to avoid as
much as possible during the hearings process and in his report.

THE CANADIAN PRESS/Jonathan HaywardCommissioner Bruce Cohen
The judge’s mandate from Ottawa prevented him from finding fault with any individual,
community or organization, but he does throw some brickbats. The federal Department of
Fisheries & Oceans (DFO) is singled out.
Its “lack of research into the various stressors discussed in this Report means that it had no
capacity to draw firm conclusions about the decline as the years unfolded and was therefore
precluded from taking remedial action in a timely manner,” the judge writes.
He recommends the DFO live up to its responsibilities and follow prescriptions from earlier
studies and reports, some going back to 1986. Essentially, he says it should just do a better
job protecting wild sockeye.
Judge Cohen also takes direct aim at dozens of net-pen salmon farms operating in B.C.’s
Discovery Islands, an archipelago between the mainland coast and Campbell River, on
Vancouver Island. These farms “may have the potential to introduce exotic disease and to
aggravate endemic disease, which can have a negative impact on Fraser River sockeye,”
reads a summary.

In a press conference held after his report was made public, Judge Cohen drew a firmer line,
declaring “the potential harm posed to Fraser River sockeye salmon from salmon farms is
serious or irreversible.”
His report recommends eight years from now, if Canada’s minister of fisheries and oceans
isn’t “satisfied that such farms pose at most a minimal risk of serious harm” to migrating
Fraser sockeye, the minister should prohibit net-pen salmon farming in the Discovery Islands.
Their operations should simply cease.
In the meantime and starting immediately, his report adds, the DFO should prohibit any
increase in farmed fish production in the archipelago and allow no new farm licences there. It
should also conduct more testing to determine the impact of farms on wild Fraser sockeye
and give non-government researchers better access to fish farm data.
The B.C. Salmon Farmers’ Association says it supports Judge Cohen’s request “for more
research in the Discovery Islands area.”
By all means, let the scientists continue their work, says Mr. Eidsvik. But important measures
could be taken now, to prevent what he and many others consider the clearest, most direct
threats to the sockeye: Their illegal harvest and sale.
“It’s the biggest problem in the Fraser River,” he said. “There are huge, unreported catches
going on,” particularly among First Nations, but there is little emphasis on law enforcement.
The Cohen report notes the severity of the problem, but offers just a vague recommendation
— enforcement funding should return to levels reached, temporarily, after another study
weighed in on the subject eight years ago. It also recommends the DFO determine the
meaning and impact of “food, social and ceremonial fishing by First Nations.” Even
aboriginal leaders have admitted such fishing can be used as cover for the illegal harvest and
sale of sockeye.

Instead of tackling discernible problems caused by humans behaving badly, Judge Cohen
gives them short shrift. It’s no surprise, really; his commission devoted just two of 133
hearing days to enforcement issues.
His report, on the other hand, gives hundreds of pages to scientific “what ifs” and “maybes.”
As the judge says, regrettably, that is as far as the evidence took him.
Email: bhutchinson@nationalpost.com
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2012/10/31/brian-hutchinson-report-on-b-c-salmondecline-short-on-details-long-on-maybes/

Change, 31 October 2012

Sign online here!
Today, October 31, 2012, the Cohen Commission, a 3-year, $26 million federal inquiry
recommended salmon farms be prohibited if research finds more than minimal impact.
We already have the science saying wild salmon decline everywhere there are salmon farms.
The Province of BC is about to renew salmon farm leases throughout BC. We cannot let
them renew these leases. Stopping these leases would be a first major step to protecting our
wild salmon that are at great risk.
Petition Letter

Dear Premier Clark;
There is growing evidence of exotic viruses spilling out of salmon feedlots, infecting passing
wild salmon. Justice Bruce Cohen just released recommendations of his 3 -year, $26 million
federal inquiry into the Decline of the Fraser Sockeye, one of the world's largest wild salmon
runs. Cohen cites risk of government favouring the interests of the salmon farming industry,
he recommends fish farm siting regulations be expanded to include protection of wild salmon
migration routes. Incredibly, Cohen calls for a freeze on farm salmon production where the
Fraser sockeye migrate and that if research shows that salmon farms are having more than
minimal impact on wild salmon, that the industry be prohibited from operating on the Fraser
sockeye migration route.
The Province of British Columbia is poised to renew many salmon farm leases in the next
few weeks. While Cohen's mandate was only the Fraser sockeye, they are no different from
other wild salmon province-wide.
Premier, surely you do not want to risk the wild salmon of eastern Pacific in the face of these
strong warnings by this federal inquiry. The Fraser River First Nations will have to be
consulted now as salmon they have rights to are migrating through the effluent of exactly the
salmon farms, Justice Cohen is saying must be prohibited if more than minimal risk is found.
You cannot renew the salmon farm leases throughout BC in good faith.
Deny salmon farm license renewals.
Sign online here: http://www.change.org/NoSalmonFarmLeases

Globe & Mail, 31 October 2012
Halt salmon farm development in sensitive spawning area, Cohen report urges
Mark Hume
B.C. Supreme Court Justice Bruce Cohen is calling for a freeze on salmon farm development
in a key area on the West Coast and is highly critical of the federal government in his longawaited report on the disappearance of sockeye salmon on the Fraser River.
In his massive three-volume document, released Wednesday, Judge Cohen said he was
unable to find “the smoking gun” in the mystery of what caused a catastrophic collapse in
Fraser River sockeye stocks in 2009, following decades of steady decline. But he learned
enough in 18 months of judicial hearings to hand the government a blueprint calling for
major changes in salmon management.
Judge Cohen said predation, infectious diseases, contaminants, climate change and other
factors contributed to the collapse of the Fraser’s sockeye runs. But he said much more
scientific research is needed, and he called on the government to start that work now, and not
put it off because of budget concerns.

“Some individuals, I suspect, hoped that our work would find the ‘smoking gun’ – a single
cause that explained the two-decade decline,” Judge Cohen writes.
“The idea that a single event or stressor is responsible for the 1992-2009 decline in Fraser
River sockeye is appealing but improbable,” he states. “Throughout the hearings I heard that
sockeye experience multiple stressors that may affect their health and their habitats. ... DFO
should develop and carry out a research strategy to assess the cumulative effects of stressors.
... Regrettably, that is as far as the evidence takes me. Filling the knowledge gaps will be a
major endeavor.”
Judge Cohen also said there is a lack of science concerning the impact of fish farms on wild
salmon – but he concluded that lack of knowledge poses a serious potential risk that the
government must act on by halting fish farm development in the Discovery Islands, until at
least 2020.
And he raised the possibility of a total ban on farms in the region, which is where B.C.’s
salmon farming industry is concentrated – right on the route that sockeye use as they migrate
to and from the Fraser River.
“Salmon farms along the sockeye migration route in the Discovery Islands have the potential
to introduce exotic diseases. ... I therefore conclude that the potential harm posed by salmon
farms to Fraser River sockeye salmon is serious or irreversible,” he states.
“It is appropriate to take measures to prevent any risk of serious harm from increasing. For
that reason, I recommend that there should be no increase to net-pen salmon farm production
in the Discovery Islands until September 30, 2020. I have chosen this date because DFO
should by then be able to adequately assess the likelihood of net-penned salmon farms
causing serious harm to Fraser River sockeye.”
Judge Cohen said if by then DFO “cannot confidently say the risk of serious harm is minimal,
it should then prohibit all net-pen salmon farms from operating in the Discovery Islands.”
And he said if in the meantime research shows farms pose more than a minimal hazard, DFO
“should order a stop to net-pen salmon farming at that earlier date.”
Judge Cohen also pointed a finger at DFO’s salmon hatcheries, saying they too pose a
potential threat to wild salmon.
Federally funded salmon hatcheries and spawning channels produce hundreds of millions of
salmon fry each year – the total is 5 billion if production from U.S. and other Pacific Rim
countries is included.
“Diseases and pathogens at these facilities pose risks to Fraser River sockeye,” Judge Cohen
said of DFO’s salmon production facilities.
“The evidence satisfies me that interactions between Fraser River sockeye salmon and
enhanced fish in the marine environment pose a risk of serious harm to Fraser River sockeye.
“However, in the absence of a risk assessment, it is not possible to quantify the likelihood of
the potential harm. ... It is therefore important that DFO undertake a risk assessment without

further delay, so that a decision can be made respecting the future of salmonid enhancement
facilities,” Judge Cohen wrote.
He was also highly critical of the federal government for bringing in legislation changing the
role of DFO at a time when he was studying that very topic.
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/british-columbia/halt-salmon-farm-development-insensitive-spawning-area-cohen-report-urges/article4798805/

Surrey Leader, 31 October 2012
Freeze new salmon farms on sockeye migration route: Cohen

Retired Judge Bruce Cohen has handed down his findings and recommendations on the
decline of Fraser River sockeye salmon runs.
By Jeff Nagel - Surrey North Delta Leader
The Cohen Inquiry is calling for an immediate eight-year freeze on new net-pen salmon
farm licences in the Discovery Islands between northern Vancouver Island and the B.C.
mainland.

And farms in that area should be prohibited outright in 2020 if the Department of Fisheries
and Oceans cannot confidently say by then the risk to wild salmon from aquaculture there
is minimal – and the ban should be immediate if evidence of elevated risk arises sooner.
No single culprit – not fish farms, overfishing, pollution, natural predators or global
warming – is being individually blamed by the inquiry for the two-decade decline of Fraser
River sockeye salmon.
And while Cohen said he saw "no smoking gun" in the evidence he heard, key
recommendations aim to limit the possible threat posed by aquaculture.
"Mitigation measures should not be delayed in the absence of scientific certainty," Cohen
said, adding farms in the Discovery Islands of Johnstone Strait have the potential to
introduce exotic diseases and aggravate existing ones in wild fish.
He also recommended DFO no longer be charged with promoting salmon farming as an
industry and farmed salmon as a product, to reduce the potential for conflict of interest.
"As long as DFO has a mandate to promote salmon farming, there is a risk that it will act in
a manner that favours the interests of the salmon farming industry over the health of wild
stocks."
Critics have repeatedly accused DFO of siding with the aquaculture industry while failing
to protect wild stocks amid years of budget cuts and mismanagement.
The industry contends it has been the victim of a vendetta by environmentalists who have
alleged farm-linked virus infections in B.C. salmon that federal food inspectors have
refuted.
If Cohen's recommendations are followed, existing farms could continue operations –
unless the fisheries minister decides before 2020 that they pose a "more than minimal risk
of serious harm" to migrating Fraser sockeye.
He said proximity to wild runs should be considered in approving any new farms.
While the inquiry findings were being prepared, the federal government this year
significantly downgraded habitat protection laws and is now preparing cuts to front-line
DFO biologists.
Cohen warned government further cuts to DFO are dangerous to the iconic salmon species
and run counter to his key finding that much more research is required.
"The shrinking resources of government, which may result in delays in implementing
reforms and research, mean that the stressors to which sockeye are exposed and the
deterioration of sockeye habitat will continue," he said in the report.
He singled out Ottawa's move to alter the environmental assessment process for major
projects like oil pipelines.

Cohen called the amendments "troubling" and said they appear to be taking DFO "in a very
different direction" from the advice of many experts in the field to protect fish habitat,
promote biodiversity and adopt ecosystem-based management.
The report says sources of stress specific to the Fraser have likely played a role in the
decline.
But he said troubled fisheries beyond the Fraser system suggest regional, possibly marine
waters influences play a big role.
"I heard enough evidence about warming waters to conclude that climate change is a
significant stressor for sockeye and in combination with other stressors, may determine the
fate of the fishery."
The inquiry heard from more than 170 witnesses and sifted through more than 2,000 reports
or other pieces of evidence.
Cohen was appointed by the federal government after less than 1.5 million sockeye
returned in 2009, far fewer than the more than 10 million expected.







Cohen salmon probe extension criticized
Big Smoke not killing off Fraser sockeye: Report
Sockeye fishery ruled out due to weak Fraser run
Ocean warming may be factor in sockeye decline
Fish farm ban on horizon
Far fewer Fraser sockeye predicted this summer
http://www.surreyleader.com/news/176644781.html

Wilderness Committee, 31 October 2012
Cohen Commission Report Gets a Solid "B" Grade from the Wilderness Committee

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 (All day)
VANCOUVER - Today’s long-awaited release of the final report from the Cohen
Commission of Inquiry into the Decline of Sockeye Salmon in the Fraser River contains

several encouraging elements, but should go further when it comes to open-net cage salmon
farms, according to the Wilderness Committee.
Notable recommendations from the report include a freeze on new salmon feedlots in the
Discovery Island region, fully implementing wild salmon and habitat protection policies that
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) has already committed to, and calling for better and
more open research on the specific effects of salmon aquaculture on wild stocks.
Matters have been complicated by the fact that DFO, while mandated to protect wild fish,
was also mandated to promote the aquaculture industry. Justice Cohen pointed out this
conflict of interest and recommended that DFO’s first priority be the protection of wild
salmon stocks and the promotion of the aquaculture industry be shifted to another branch of
government.
“Justice Cohen essentially told DFO to get back into the business of protecting wild salmon;
that includes improving habitat protection, getting cracking on the science, and getting rid of
the agency’s mandate to promote salmon aquaculture,” said Gwen Barlee, Policy Director
with the Wilderness Committee. “What remains to be seen is if the federal government will
actually implement Justice Cohen’s recommendations.”
Although Justice Bruce Cohen’s report made many important and progressive
recommendations, the question remains whether or not these recommendations will be acted
on by the federal government —particularly now that regulatory oversight has been
dramatically weakened with the cutting of DFO staff and the reduction of key protections in
the Fisheries Act and the Canadians Environmental Assessment Act.
“The recommendation to put a freeze on new salmon farms around the Discovery Islands is a
step in the right direction, but it’s not enough,” said Torrance Coste, the Wilderness
Committee’s Vancouver Island Campaigner. “What we want to see is real and permanent
protection for wild salmon, and that means shutting down open-net salmon farms altogether.”
To view the final report from the Cohen Commission, visit www.cohencommission.ca
—30—
For more information contact:
Gwen Barlee, Policy Director, Wilderness Committee – (604) 202-0322
Torrance Coste, Vancouver Island Campaigner, Wilderness Committee – (250) 516-9900
http://wildernesscommittee.org/victoria/press_release/cohen_commission_report_gets_solid_
b_grade_the_wilderness_committee
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BC Salmon Farmers Association, 31 October 2012
BC's salmon farmers support continued research in fish health
With confidence in the health of our fish and the quality of our farm information, BC’s
salmon farmers support a request by Commissioner Bruce Cohen for more research in the
Discovery Islands area.
“We know that the fish on our farms are healthy – and Justice Cohen has acknowledged the
impressive data we made available,” said Stewart Hawthorn, Board Member of the BCSFA.
”We are committed to protecting the marine environment and our iconic wild salmon – and
we support the call for further research in this small farming area.”
The final report from the Cohen Commission of Inquiry into the Decline of the Fraser River
Sockeye was released today, which included around 75 recommendations on different areas
of fisheries management. Climate change and fish enhancement facilities were among the
issues discussed that may have affected the 2009 return of the Fraser River Sockeye.
Justice Cohen commended the information that was collected by our salmon farmers and
provided to the commission. He has recommended that salmon farm production stay the same
in the Discovery Islands area of BC while more research is done. This area represents only a
small part of BC’s farmed salmon production, currently there are nine farms in the area.
Salmon farmers have shown repeatedly in the past a willingness to work with regulators,
stakeholders and NGOs to collect, evaluate and react to new information with respect to
potential impacts to wild salmon.
“Our members are committed to farming responsibly - and that commitment will continue as
we move forward in light of these recommendations,” said Clare Backman, Board Member of

the BCSFA. “It’s important that we continue with the important social and economic role we
play in the coastal communities of BC while protecting our natural environment.”
The BCSFA represents salmon farm companies and those who provide services and supplies
to the industry. Salmon-farming provides for 6,000 direct and indirect jobs while contributing
$800-million to the provincial economy each year.
For more information visit www.salmonfarmers.org
-30Please note: To arrange an interview either by phone or in person, contact Colleen Dane,
Communications Manager at (250) 203-1532.
http://www.salmonfarmers.org/bcs-salmon-farmers-support-continued-research-fish-health

BC Salmon Farmers Association, 31 October 2012
Review of final report underway for BC’s salmon farmers
After years of engagement and months of anticipation, members of the BC Salmon Farmers’
Association are eager to review the release of the final report of the Cohen Commission of
Inquiry in the decline of the Fraser River Sockeye.
“British Columbians – including our salmon farmers – care deeply about our wild salmon and
protecting the health of the marine environment and we’re all interested to see these
conclusions,” said Mary Ellen Walling, Executive Director of the BCSFA.
The BCSFA is now reviewing the final report to consider any conclusions about aquaculture.
“It was important for us to be represented and we were glad to be able to provide a large
amount of information – all of which, we feel shows that wild and farm-raised salmon coexist sustainably,” said Walling.
A follow-up release will be provided to media by mid-afternoon today.
The BCSFA represents salmon farm companies and those who provide services and supplies
to the industry. Salmon-farming provides for 6,000 direct and indirect jobs while contributing
$800-million to the provincial economy each year.
For more information visit www.salmonfarmers.org
-30Please note: To arrange an interview either by phone or in person, contact Colleen Dane,
Communications Manager at (250) 203-1532.
http://www.salmonfarmers.org/review-final-report-underway-bc%E2%80%99s-salmonfarmers

Green Around the Gills, 31 October 2012
Cross-Appeal Filed Vs Cermaq!
Don Staniford has now filed a cross-appeal in the ongoing legal battle Vs. the Norwegian
giant Cermaq (download online here).

"You can't appeal the truth," said Staniford speaking from the UK where he is set to embark
on a tour of Norwegian-owned salmon farms in Scotland & Ireland. "The Norwegian
Government's shameless attempt to abuse the Canadian courts to muzzle global criticism of
the salmon farming industry is doomed to failure."

"The longer Cermaq pursues this SLAPP suit the more the entire industry is tarred with the
same brush. The fact is that salmon farming kills all around the world and, like cigarettes,
should carry a global health warning. Cermaq should stop fighting a losing legal battle and
start relocating disease-ridden salmon farms away from wild salmon. For the sake of our
global ocean, our children's health and the health of our environment, we should stub out
salmon farming from the face of the blue planet."

On 15 October 2012, Cermaq's lawyers in Canada appealed their embarrassing defeat in the
Supreme Court of British Columbia.
Read the 'Notice of Appeal' - online here
Read Justice Adair's judgment (28 September 2012) online here
More details via: http://donstaniford.typepad.com/my-blog/2012/10/cross-appeal-filed-vscermaq-.html

Atlantic Salmon Federation, 31 October 2012
LAY OFF THAT LOX, CANADIAN FILMMAKERS TELL NEW YORKERS
Halifax, NS, Canada…"New Yorkers love their lox," says Nova Scotia writer and filmmaker
Silver Donald Cameron. "But how many of them know that the salmon they're eating has
been dyed, drugged and bathed in pesticides to rid it of sea lice?"

What New Yorkers call “LOX” is Atlantic salmon – and all Atlantic salmon being sold
commercially comes from feedlots in the sea.
"The fish are raised in 'net pens,' which are just bags of netting hanging in the ocean with up
to a million fish in each net," Cameron explains. "A huge sack jammed with salmon is a
prime target for diseases and parasites, which the industry combats by lacing the feed with
antibiotics and giving the fish regular baths in solutions of pesticide. Furthermore, the sea
bottom under the cages is toxic, because over the course of a grow-out cycle, that mass of
fish produces enough feces to fill a jumbo jet."
And what about the dye?
"In the wild, salmon eat krill and shrimp and other small sea creatures, and that food gives
them their unique and lovely color. But farmed salmon don't eat those things, so unless
they're dyed, their flesh is the color of putty."
“We explain all this in the film.”
"The film" is a feature-length documentary called "Salmon Wars" – and it's a unique form of
political protest. Salmon farms are expanding aggressively in Nova Scotia, and people in
coastal communities are vigorously fighting the expansion, which threatens the all-important
tourism and lobster industries. Cameron and his colleague Chris Beckett made the film on a
shoestring budget provided entirely by citizen donations. They sought out scientific expertise
as far away as Toronto, Seattle and Vancouver as well as visiting the affected communities
and talking with representatives of government and industry. The film has been shown
scores of times in community halls and auditoriums, aired on local cable, and watched by
hundreds of people over the internet. .
“I don’t think there’s any doubt that the film has been very effective,” Cameron says. “It’s
helped to push this issue to the top of the political agenda down home.”
Cameron and Beckett will be in New York from November 12 through 16, doing a
presentation about Salmon Wars for the Atlantic Salmon Federation's board meetings,
attending the conservation organization’s annual fund-raising dinner at The Plaza, and
collecting interviews with leading environmentalists for their continuing project,
TheGreenInterview.com. It's a perfect opportunity to help New Yorkers understand the real
nature of their beloved lox.
"If you eat Atlantic salmon, you ought to know where it comes from and how it's produced -and our film tells you," Cameron says. "Some scientists say you shouldn't eat farmed Atlantic
salmon more than three times a year."
-- 30 -The Atlantic Salmon Federation (ASF) (www.asf.ca) is dedicated to the conservation,
protection and restoration of wild Atlantic salmon and the ecosystems on which their
wellbeing and survival depend. ASF has a network of seven regional councils (New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador, Prince Edward Island, Quebec,
Maine and Western New England). The regional councils cover the freshwater range of the
Atlantic salmon in Canada and the United States.

The Green Interview (TGI) (www.TheGreenInterview.com) is a subscription web site
dedicated to intense, searching conversations with such brilliant environmental leaders as
James Lovelock, Vandana Shiva, Gwynne Dyer, Paul Watson, Jane Goodall and the Prime
Minister of Bhutan. The interviews are produced in video, MP3 audio, and transcript form.
Short video excerpts are available free at YouTube/thegreeninterview. The interviews are
also distributed to 15,000 libraries worldwide by Gale Cengage Learning.
Salmon Wars can be streamed or downloaded free at www.salmonwars.com
or the six-minute trailer can be viewed at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sI5RoghhScg&feature=BFa&list=UUmNw9G7onicMHd
Ymb8r2kHA
For more information, or to arrange interviews:
Muriel Ferguson, ASF (506) 529-1033 or 506 529-4581
Silver Donald Cameron, TGI (902) 227-5245 (cell)
http://donstaniford.typepad.com/files/atlantic-salmon-federation-pr-31-october-2012.pdf

The Coaster, 31 October 2012
ASF promoting land-based salmon farming
Clayton Hunt

Dr. Stephen Summerfelt of the Freshwater Institute giving an overview of land-based closed
containment aquaculture, the first presentation in the two-day conference held at the Atlantic
Salmon Interpretive Centre in St. Andrews, NB recently

The Atlantic Salmon Federation (ASF), in its ongoing quest to promote and encourage landbased salmon farming hosted the East Coast Land-based Closed Containment Aquaculture
Workshop in St. Andrews, New Brunswick on October 10 and 11.
Bill Taylor, the president of the ASF, said that industry representatives from North America
and Europe attended the workshop. In addition, provincial and federal government officials
from Canada, state and federal government representatives from the United Sates and
environmentalists from Canada, the United States and Europe also participated in the
conference.
Taylor said, “We drew some of the best and most experienced speakers, scientists,
researchers and aquaculture folks that are familiar with this relatively new technology.
“We wanted to share positive experiences and begin to, hopefully, see a transition from
current open-net pen aquaculture, with all of its inherent problems, to the much more
environmentally sustainable friendly land-based close containment systems for raising
salmon.”
How salmon are raised at sea
In the current industry, Atlantic salmon are raised in open net‐pens that are in direct contact
with the ocean, which leads to the potential of severe environmental impacts and production
losses.
Concerns about environmental impacts include the incubation, amplification and transmission
of disease and parasites from farmed salmon to wild salmon; the discharge of waste,
pesticides,
antibiotics and further pollutants directly into the marine environment; and the escape of
nonindigenous fish species.
These environmental impacts are acknowledged in the 2012 Royal
Society of Canada Expert Panel Report “Sustaining Canada’s Marine Biodiversity:
Responding to the Challenges Posed by Climate Change, Fisheries, and Aquaculture”.
Examples of the production risks involved with open net‐pen salmon farming are the
economic losses associated with escaped fish; diseases like infectious salmon anemia (ISA)
and infectious
Hematopoietic necrosis (IHN); and parasite outbreaks such as sea lice.
Taylor said that many of the arguments that companies use to say that land-based aquaculture
can’t or won’t work are simply myths.
He said, “The arguments made by companies against land-based operations are based on very
old technologies.
“For example, 99.8 per cent of the water used in land based systems today is recirculated and
the only water loss is through evaporation.

“In land-based operations you eliminate any possibility of farm salmon escaping into the wild
so you end the threat to wild salmon and other species.
“You can control the environment in land-based operations so you don’t have to use any
pesticides or harsh chemicals or antibiotics which actually reduces the coast considerably for
the operators.
“The fact is that the technology exist today to make land-based operations commercially
viable and environmentally friendly.
As a matter of fact, we’re starting to see land-based operations grow beyond small-scale
research projects into larger commercial ventures.
“Some far-sighted aquaculturists are getting involved in these systems and are making money
at it. Progress is being made and I would say that, over the course of the next several years,
we’re going to see more land-based closed containment operations for raising salmon come
on line.”
Sustainable Blue
One of those far-sighted companies that Taylor is referring to is Sustainable Blue, a company
in Nova Scotia that has been raising Mediterranean sea bass and bream on land and will start
to raise salmon on land in November of this year.
Kirk Havercroft, the CEO of Sustainable Blue, said that the company would be producing
350 metric tonnes of salmon annually once the operation is in place.
Havercroft said, “Technology plays a critical role in the viability of the performance of a
land-based system. When the technology is sub-standard or under-performing then the energy
footprint is likely to be high because under performing technologies in land-based
aquaculture tend to produce slow growth rates in fish.
“The overall output of the farm is limited and therefore the energy footprint per pound of fish
is quite high.
“We believe we are a global leading technology in this land-based system of raising fish.
“Our technology is extremely high and therefore we use energy as well as our other resources
extremely efficiently”
Havercroft said that his company could produce Mediterranean Sea bass and bream at much
faster rates than the species could be raised in the sea and that they can achieve similar
growth rates with Atlantic salmon.
“We should be able to grow a salmon from a 100 gram smolt to processing size in about 12
months.
“Our land based environment creates a constant environment. We don’t have winter
temperatures to contend with here and the temperature is constant 365 days a year.

“When you combine our optimum water temperature with our optimum water quality you
create an environment where a fish can make the best of its natural ability.”
The CEO said that the company’s facility is a 100 per cent recirculation system and the only
water they lose is through evaporation and spillage.
The Future?
Taylor said that there are a number of companies such as Palom Aquaculture in Maine and
the Namgis First Nation on Vancouver Island who are looking at raising Atlantic salmon on
land.
“This is starting to happen,” Taylor said, ‘and will continue to grow. When you have closed
containment land-based facilities to raise fish you absolutely control 100 per cent of an
optimum environment to raise fish.
“Wherever you look at open net pen aquaculture in big concentrations whether it’s in the Bay
of Fundy, on the south coast of Newfoundland. on the eastern shore of Nova Scotia or in
Norway or Scotland, wild salmon populations are in serious trouble.
We hope to continue working with industry players in promoting land-based operations and
to help them move in this direction.”
http://www.thecoaster.ca/News/2012-10-31/article-3110911/ASF-promoting-land-basedsalmon-farming/1
==================================================================
Global News Archive:
News updates are now archived and available in full – online here!
Global News Updates include the 'Salmon Wars' raging against filthy feedlots in Canada,
Chile, Norway, Scotland, Ireland, New Zealand, United States and Australia:
31 October - “Watch Live”/“Cohen Report Tracker”/“Flying the Flag”/“Report
Released Today” - online here
30 October - “Here Comes Cohen!”/“Probe Shows Need for Reform”/“Uncalled-for
Attack”/“Respected Scientist” - online here
28 October - “Deadline Looms”/“Mystery Illness”/“Mass Sickness”/“Not Defamatory
Enough” - online here
23 October - “Halt Fish Farm Growth”/“Disease Hits Cermaq”/“Like Cancer”/“Is
Truth a Tactic?”- online here
18 October - “Teen Fights Salmon Farms”/“Lawsuit Threat”/“Cermaq
Appeal”/”Health Indicators Worsen” – online here

15 October - “Sicko Salmon”/“Farms & Disease”/“PR Disaster”/“Passionate Pleas” –
online here
3 October - “Salmonella Outbreak”/Activist Wins”/“Boaties Protest”/“Lynch Mob” online here
28 September - “Judgment Day”/“Salmon Sludge Fouls Hearing”/“Students Oppose
Farms” - online here
24 September - “Flotilla Protest”/“Shooting Seals Row”/“Farm Not Welcome” - online
here
11 September - “Dirty Secrets”/“FishyLeaks: Toxic Toilets”/“Disease Risk” - online
here
29 August - “Virus Trackers”/“Compensation Culture”/“Say No to 9 New Salmon
Farms” - online here
8 August - “Legal Strategy”/“Wave of Controversy”/“IHN Virus” - online here
3 August - “Fatal Virus Detected in BC”/“Fish Farm Quarantined” - online here
31 July - “IHN Virus Spreads”/“Norway’s Olympic Mascot”/”Playing With Fire” online here
20 July - “Norwegian Fish Farm Virus Found in BC”/”ISA Confirmed”/“A Fishy Tale”
- online here
17 July - “FishyLeaks”/“ISA in BC”/“Scotland’s Secrets” - online here
13 July - “Aquaculture PR Wars”/“Beware Mother Nature”/“Trouble Brewing” online here
11 July - "Salmon Wars Are Here"/"Smoking Gun"/"Canada disease cleanup" online here
9 July - "Killer Panda"/"Quarantined Salmon to be Destroyed"/"PR War Waged" online here!
6 July - "CFIA quarantines fish farm"/"Parasite found in Norwegian-owned salmon" online here!
4 July - "Parasite-ridden salmon sold in BC stores"/"95% of BC salmon is BAP
certified" - online here!

Please support the global campaign against salmon farming – donate via
http://www.gofundme.com/donstaniford
So long and thanks for all the fish!
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